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Good Morning! 
Good morning, good morning, 
School has begun. 
Good morning, good morning! 
Isn’t it fun! 
 
Pencils and crayons 
Scissors and glue 
Erasers and paper 
Reading books, too. 
 
Good morning, good morning, 
School has begun. 
Good morning, good morning! 
Isn’t it fun! 
 
 

SCHOOL 
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You cannot give a smile away 
 
No matter what you do. 
 
Every time you smile at me 
 
I'll give it back to you! 
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I like hotdogs 
I like beans, 
I like eating in my jeans. 
I like french fries 
I like ham 
I like eating in my jams. 
I like cookies 
I like pie 
I like eating in my tie. 
 

I like bagels 
I like lox 
I like eating in my socks. 
I like pancakes 
I like molasses 
I like eating in my glasses. 
I like veggies 
I like fruit 
I like eating in my boots! 
 

I Like to Eat! 
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The Gingerbread Man Song 
A baker took some gingerbread dough 
And shaped a man from head to toe. 
When it was baked, the cookie fled. 
Here is what the cookie said: 
 
Chorus: Run! Run! As fast as you can! 
You can't catch me, I'm the gingerbread man! 
Run! Run! As fast as you can! 
I'm the gingerbread man! 
 
The cookie man ran past a cow 
Who said, "I want to eat you now!" 
The cookie man just laughed and fled. 
Here is what the cookie said: 
 
Chorus 
A farmer saw the man go by. 
He chased him low, he chased him high 
The cookie man just shook his head. 
Here is what the cookie said: 
 
Chorus 
He finally reached the river wide, 
A fox asked, "Would you like a ride?" 
The cookie sat on the fox's head, 
Here is what the sly fox said: 
 
"You can't run! That's my plan! 
I'm going to eat you, gingerbread man!  
You can't run! That's my plan! 
And he ate the gingerbread man!  
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I Like Books 
I like books  
I really do -- 
Books with stories 
And pictures, too. 
Books of birds 
And things that grow  
Books of people 
We should know. 
Books of animals 
And places, too, 
I like books 
I really do! 
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Oodles of Noodles 
I love noodles.  
Give me oodles. 
Make a mound  
Up to the sun. 
Noodles are my  
Favorite foodles. 
I eat noodles  
By the ton.  
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I have a friend 
Whose name is  ________ 
And we have fun together. 
We laugh and play 
And sing all day 
In any kind of weather. 
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THE COLOUR SONG  
 (Tune: This Old Man) 
Red, red, red,  
Touch your head. 
Blue, blue, blue,  
Tie your shoe. 
Brown, brown, brown,  
Touch the ground. 
White, white, white,  
Take a bite. 
Black, black, black,  
Touch your back. 
Purple, purple, purple,  
Draw a circle. 
Pink, pink, pink,  
Give a wink. 
Gray, gray, gray,  
Shout hurray! 
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I had a box of crayons, 
All shiny, straight and new. 
I lent a friend one crayon, 
And -- oops -- it broke in two! 
 
My friend said she was sorry, 
But I said, "I don't care, 
'Cause now we both can colour 
With one crayon - we can share!" 
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A Little Red Apple 
A little red apple 

Hung high in a tree. 
I looked up at it, 

And it looked down at me. 
“Come down, please,” I called. 
And what do you suppose? 

That little red apple 
Dropped right on my nose! 
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Lunch Rap 
Been thinking about lunch 
Because it’s time to eat. 
Got tired brains 
And tired feet. 
So, come on, teacher, 
Won’t you let us go? 
The gas in my car 
Is getting low. 



Books here 
Books there 
Books and poetry  
Everywhere 
Hundreds of books,  
Thousands of books 
Millions and billions and  
Trillions of books! 
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Helping hands are hard to beat 
 

They make us happy and keep us neat. 
 

Work is easy if we share 
 

Everyday and everywhere. 



 

My Shoelace Blues 
I've tried and tried to tie you, shoe. 
I've never done it yet. 
A loop that flip-flops on the floor 
Is as close as I can get. 
I've practiced on spaghetti. 
I've practiced on the mop. 
I've practiced on my sister 
Until she made me stop. 
So here's the loop again, shoe. 
I'll hold it with my thumb. 
I'll wrap the other end around... 
And yank it into bows. 
It's done! 
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MY Wobbly Tooth 
Once I had a wobbly tooth 
That wobbled to and fro, 
Every time I ate my toast 
I thought the tooth would go. 
But then I ate a candy, 
A sticky toffee roll, 
Now where my wobbly tooth was 
There's nothing but a hole!  
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Weather Ways  
Whatever the weather  
we have it each day. 

It's hot,  
or it's cold,  
or its sunny,  
or gray.  
It's blowy, 
or snowy, 
or rainy, 
or clear. 

There's SOME  
kind of weather  

each day of the year. 
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A Book 
A book is like a magic ship 
That sails a magic sea 
To distant lands of wonder 
And dreams and mystery. 
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Seeds 
Seeds are funny, funny things, 

Some have stickers 
Some have wings 
Some are big 
Some are small 

Some round and flat 
Some like a ball. 

Some are hidden inside of fruit 
Some in pods or underground roots. 

Some seeds are foods 
And good to eat, 
Like corn or beans 
Or nuts for a treat.  



 

Look in a Book 
Look 
in a book 
and you will see 
words 
and magic 
and mystery. 

Look 
in a book 
and you will find 
sense 
and nonsense 
of every kind. 

Look  
in a book 
and you will know 
all 
the things 
that can help you grow. 
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Reading 
A story is a special thing 

The ones that I have read 
They do not stay inside the books 

They stay inside my head. 
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Raindrops 
 

How brave a ladybug must be! 
 

Each drop of rain is as big as she. 
 

Can you imagine what you’d do 
 

If raindrops were as big as you? 
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The more we get together,  
 

Together, together, 
 

The more we get together 
 

The happier we’ll be - 
 

For your friends are my friends 
 

And my friends are your friends 
 

The more we get together 
 

The happier we’ll be. 



 

Every Week 
 

Every  week has 7 days, 
 

See how many you can say. 
 

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, 
 

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, 
 

Saturday. What’s today? 
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I Am a Pirate 
I am a pirate 
As wicked as can be. 
I sail on my black ship 
Over the sea. 
Look at my knife! 
Look at my gun! 
See all the people 
Run, run, run! 
Look at my black books! 
Look at my patch! 
I like looking for 
Treasure to snatch. 
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My  Tooth 
My tooth fell out and left a space 

So big my tongue can touch my face, 
And every time I smile I show 

The place where something used to grow. 
I miss my tooth as you can guess 
But now I have to brush one less! 
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Now That I Can Read 
I used to need somebody 
To sit and read to me. 
I’d look at every page they read 
And listen carefully. 
 
But now that I am in Grade One, 
I’m filling up a shelf 
With stories, poems and other books 
That I can read myself. 


